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OPPOSITE  A young roan bull

HARD TO KNOW WHERE TO START. I had a friend who used to say that, the more people       
you invited to a function, the more people you upset. I think the same sentiment 

applies equally to thank yous and acknowledgements and, as this is the last time I will 
be writing something like this, don’t want to upset anyone, least of all those who have 
helped me so much to complete this my ABF hunting book.

The immediate people are the 18 whose 20 brand new contributions – two of the 
contributors, Craig and Sollie, wrote two articles each - written especially for this book, 
made it possible. Most of these writers also submitted photographs and they are: Jeremy 
Anderson, Rolf Baldus, Craig Boddington, Derek Carstens, John Coleman, Kai-Uwe 
Denker, Stewart Dorrington, Pete Fisher, Wayne Grant, Mark Haldane, Robin Hurt, Jofie 
Lamprecht, John Oosthuizen, Salomon ‘Sollie’ Joubert, Hans Schabel, Richard Sowry, 
John Tolmay and Hans ‘Scruff’ Vermaak. 

Then there are the top professional photographers such as Patrick Bentley, Andy Gooch, 
Jofie Lamprecht, Håkan Pohlstrand - the author/photographer of Ethiopia’s Wildlife 
Treasures published by Shama Books in 2019 - Theo Pretorius, Michael Viljoen and 
Bryan Wilson, as well as gifted amateur photographers like Skye Hartog, Frank Metzner, 
Christophe Morio – who provided the brilliant Western roan photograph on the back 
cover – John Newby, Marco Ritter, Kevin Robertson, Lars Svensson, Coenraad Vermaak 
and my son, Richard – more of whose wonderful bird photography can be found on his 
website, www.theflacks.co.za – and all of whom seem to have that magical ability not 
only to capture the moment but bring out the essence of the animal, bird, insect or reptile 
and not to forget some of their wonderfully evocative, habitat shots. I know it is a cliché, 
and it is so because it is an inescapable truth, a picture is worth a thousand words. There 
are over 175 000 words in this book and well over 800 photos, so x 1 000 words and you 
can make an argument about who has made the biggest contribution, can’t you?  

In this regard, Jeremy Anderson not only wrote a chapter on Royal sable but also found 
the photo and persuaded the Estes family to kindly let me use it on the cover of this book. 
I think you will agree it is a magnificent photo of an equally magnificent, iconic and 
critically endangered animal, which stirs me every time I look at it and wonder for how 
much longer they are going to survive before ending up in some cooking pot!

My parents, who have long since passed away; my big family, less than half of whom 
still live in South Africa - where my family has been for over 240 years - while the rest 
are scattered around Australia, North America and Europe; my small family; my friends 
and then, of course, the many professional and amateur hunters who have guided my 
footsteps along what Kai-Uwe Denker calls the hunter’s path; as well as their trackers, 
skinners, cooks, carriers and camp staff – far, far too many to name in this book. But they 
know who they are and know how much I have appreciated their help over the many 
years I have wandered backwards and forwards over the many special and varied places 
that make up the African continent, in general, and South Africa, in particular. 
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It has been a long and passionate journey filled with the joys of eating, 
drinking, sleeping, dreaming and living hunting, the conservation of the wildlife 

and wildlife habitat that makes Africa unique and also those deeply unpleasant 
events that are an ever increasing hazard of travelling and living in today’s Africa. 
Together they have enriched my life, for better and worse, made me who I am and 
I will be forever grateful for the good parts and amazed, delighted and surprised 
to have survived the bad ones with no more than a few broken bones and assorted 
other damage, mental and physical, to show for them. 

This is my 16th book or at least the 16th book in whose production I have been 
intimately involved, the last nine of which have been more or less my own doing. 
It was the late Ron Anger, editor of Man Magnum Magazine, who bought my first 
story, Croc Around the Rock, back in 1988, encouraged me to write and edited my 
stories so well he almost made me look like a decent writer. Or enough for Ludo 
Wurfbain of Safari Press to offer to publish a book of my short stories 11 years later 
and then a second one after that in 2003. This led to my involvement as an editor for 
three other Safari Press books and also honed my thoughts on what I wanted any 
future book of mine to be like.

Jane Halse of Rowland Ward Publications was the person who turned most of 
these thoughts into reality and showed me what a wonderful book a highly skilled, 
dedicated, creative book designer could produce in the next four books of mine 
which Rowland Ward published, the first being Hunting Icons of Africa. When the 
company was sold, I was left with no alternative, however, but to turn my hand to 
publishing myself as I still had a number of titles to complete in the five book spiral 
horn series and do not know what I would have done without Pete Bosman’s calm, 
highly skilled, very experienced, book designing artistry.

After Pete accepted a full time position, he handed me over to Flame Design – 
Danie, Fanie and Deidre – who have seamlessly and expertly guided me through the 
processes involved in this book.

Lastly, my small family – headed by the love of my life for the last 55 years, Jane. 
I remember a nasty woman once telling me that, but for her, I would have been 
impossible and unplayable. At the time I was irritated but, in retrospect, have to 
admit she was probably right. Janey has brought out the best in me – it has been a 
struggle I know to find it - and toned down if not extinguished some of the worst. 
And the same can be said, albeit to a slightly lesser degree, of my four wonderful 
and much loved children – Lisa, Troydon, Richard and Eileen and not to forget our 
precious grandson, Joshua Hamilton!

My sincerest and most heartfelt thanks to you all. Totsiens. May we all meet again 
in that wonderful habitat above.

ABOVE Jeremy Anderson with 
a huge set of Royal sable 
horns picked up in the veld.  
The cause of the death of 
this magnificent animal was 
unknown 

ABOVE RIGHT The late Derek 
Carstens, to whom this 
book is dedicated, and 
the editor celebrating 
something or other up in 
Waterbank on Bankfontein 
Game Ranch, many  
years ago

 

ABOVE LEFT  Heart of an African 
Hunter, the editor’s first book 
published in 1999 by Safari 
Press and long out of print

ABOVE MIDDLE  Hunting Icons of 
Africa, the editor’s first book 
published by Rowland Ward 
Publications in 2009

ABOVE RIGHT  The third of the 
five book Hunting the Spiral 
Horns series, published by 
Peter Flack Productions  
in 2014

LEFT The editor’s family
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A LMOST TEN YEARS AGO, when my wife and I were visiting, Shane Mahoney, the 
world famous, Canadian wildlife biologist and his partner, Kim Mawhinney, 

at their holiday retreat at Harbour Grace on Newfoundland, he asked me what I 
was going to do next, as we had just completed the documentary, The South African 
Conservation Success Story, which went on to win the Environmental Award from the 
prestigious, European, conservation organisation, CIC – The International Council 
for Game and Wildlife Conservation.

I was at a loose end and, although I had been asked to make a documentary on 
hunting and conservation in Namibia, was reluctant to take on another filming 
job with a lengthy stay away from home, followed by hours and hours on end in 
a darkened edit suite. Having said that, I knew I needed another project. I have 
always been a busy person and the thought of not having a project to sink my teeth 
into was not a happy prospect. 

Shane went to his bookcase and pulled out a work by his mentor, Valerius Geist, 
a world famous, Canadian environmental scientist, entitled Buffalo Nation: History 
and Legend of the North American Bison, and told me that Geist had written a book 
on a number of North American game species. He suggested I do something similar 
but for African species.

xix

ABOVE  The DVD cover and disc for the award winning South African Conservation Success Story 
OPPOSITE A hand tinted drawing of the extinct blue buck taken from the four volume Book of 
Antelopes by Sclater and Oldfield, published between 1899 and 1901

INTRODUCTION
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BELOW RIGHT  Shane Mahoney, 
the world famous Canadian 
wildlife biologist and the 
editor during the filming 
of The South African 
Conservation Success Story 
in the Blyde River Canyon 
in the South African 
Lowveld 

BELOW  Shane Mahoney’s 
mentor, the world famous 
Canadian environmental 
scientist, the late  
Dr. Valerius Geist

I was taken aback by his suggestion and did not think for a moment I was capable of 
such a thing.  Besides, while I was passionate about wildlife and wildlife habitat, I was 
a mere amateur hunter with no formal education in wildlife and their conservation. 
But the idea implanted by Shane refused to go away. It whirled around in my head 
back home in Cape Town and, eventually, mutated. Why not just make a beginning? 
Why not a book about the five species of wildebeest or the nine types of reedbuck or 
the seven subspecies of hartebeest? 

In the end, I chose the topic closest to my heart, the spiral horns. I had been hunting 
all 26 of the 30 species and subspecies then recognized by both the Rowland Ward 
and SCI record books - and still available on licence - for over 25 years and had just 
completed a collection of all of them. I think I might have been one of the very first to 
do so. If anything, after all these years, I was more fascinated by them now than when I 
first began the decades long quest. So, my path for the next few years became clear – five 
books on all the spiral horns – one a year to avoid losing marketing momentum, then a 
sixth book on the six buffalo subspecies and, although I never promised it, possibly, just 
possibly, an ABF (Absolutely Bloody Final) book on the most famous members of the 
Hippotragini tribe - sable, roan and oryx.

What started as a project I initially loved working on, slowly became a job as the 
books grew in size and complexity. Publishers came and went, as did distributors 
and, more and more, the entire work of writing, editing, designing, publishing, 
distributing, marketing and selling books fell on my shoulders. Not that I minded. 
In fact, in the beginning, the more involved I became in the project, the more I liked 
it, especially as the books became more and more the way I had originally envisaged 
they should be.

One day, however, somewhere between completing the Bongo/Nyala book and 
the Buffalo book, both monsters of well over 400 pages and 600 photos each, the first 
breeze of, “But this is no longer fun!” began blowing through my brain and, by the 
time I completed the Buffalo book, I was done. Finding, choosing and placing the 600 
plus photos that went into that book - a process which took many weeks - was the 

last straw. The whole process had become a 12 hour a day, six to seven day a week, 
stressful drag as I battled to complete each book in 12 months. Besides, I was boring 
even myself, not to mention my long-suffering family and friends. All I could talk 
about was buffalo, buffalo, buffalo!

No more. I was done with hunting books. In fact, I was done with hunting. I 
was in my 70th year. My eyesight was deteriorating and I was battling to pick up 
game in the bush. I was working harder and harder to stay fit to hunt the way I 
always had, on foot and able to keep up with any hunting team, although I had 
long since stopped carrying my own rifle and day pack. I was concerned that 
I might start wounding the wonderful wildlife I cared so much about and, 
worse still, might not be strong enough to follow them fast enough and long 
enough to put them out of their misery quickly and cleanly. 

I had also experienced a significant set-back in the South African 
organised hunting world when the Fair Chase Guild, the establishment of 
a body within SA Hunters and Game Conservation Association (SAHGCA) 
to promote hunting, which I and others had worked hard on with the President, 
CEO, directors and other executive members of SAHGCA for over 18 months, was 
summarily terminated for the grossest of reasons. After the President of SAHGCA 
formally announced its formation at the dinner prior to its AGM, a few months later 
its establishment was cancelled at a meeting of the chapter presidents of SAHGCA, 
without giving any of the founder members of the Guild an opportunity to attend 
and address the meeting or even bothering to inform them that this had taken place.

The primary aim of the entirely voluntary Fair Chase Guild within SAHGCA, was 
to raise funds necessary to promote fair chase hunting pursuant to an agreed public 
relations strategic plan, which was to be implemented by a professional PR 
firm and a significant amount of money had already been committed 
by a number of aspirant members of the Guild. 

I was aghast. Not only that all the previous time and effort 
had been wasted but that the decision of the senior executives 
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ABOVE  The cover of the 
Buffalo book – Hunting the 
African Buffalo – Nature’s 
Debt Collector – The Six 
Subspecies 

BELOW  A huge Cape buffalo 
bull
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Hunting the Hippotrages – Sable, Roan & Oryx – Africa’s Glamour Game and some 
of the most iconic and beautiful beasts to walk the African plains.

Thinking through the project, I decided to make changes to the format of the 
previous six books, which boasted the claim that, “In brief, after reading this book 
you will know as much as it is possible to learn from a book about hunting xxxxx.” 
In other words, the six books followed very much a “How To” formula and 
included articles and stories from hunters of yesteryear, as well as those from 
current professional and amateur hunters, each of which had a lesson, direct, 
indirect or subliminal. Then there were chapters on rifles and ammunition, 
clothing and equipment, taxidermy, trophy handling and so on. 

In this new book, I intend to relax this rigid formula and, although I have 
included one of Craig Boddington’s classic, expert and detailed articles on 
“Guns ’n Ammo” due to public demand, I have decided to publish only the 
stories about hunting the glamour game that I really like – old and brand 
new, regardless of the author - and which I hope you will enjoy just as 
much as I have. 

For some time, I have been dismayed at the way hunting magazines 
have developed. I can remember when they would publish articles of mine 
that were 3 500 words or longer. Sometimes, they even published them in two 
parts in back-to-back issues. Then editors began requesting articles with lower 
word counts. First the limit was 2 500 words, then 1 500 and now ones of 1 200 or 
less are in vogue. It seems as if articles are reluctantly included in magazines under 
sufferance and merely to separate the advertising.

In my humble opinion, there is not much you can say in a 1 500 word, hunting 
article other than, “I came, I saw, I killed, look at me!” and, quite frankly, I find 
these terminally boring for the most part and do not think I am alone, given 
the declining circulation of most hunting magazines not tied to memberships 
of hunting associations where there is a captive audience/circulation. And 
even then, I wonder how much of these tied magazines are read. There is one 
American magazine, in particular, where I flip through the pages and, if there 
is one readable story, it is a lot. The whole exercise normally takes less than five 
minutes. If I did not receive it as part of my membership, I would long since 
have stopped buying it.

The hunters of yesteryear have my vote when it comes to writing. There was 
no radio, TV or social media. Letters took months to arrive. Writers described 
things accurately and in great detail so that those back home could appreciate 
what it was like to be there hunting with the writer before, during and after 
the hunt. I cut my teeth on these books and articles and I have looked for that 
kind of story. To help you, the reader, BE there with the hunter and, if there are 
lessons to be learnt from the story, then so much the better. 

Twenty of the stories have been written by current, professional and amateur 
hunters especially for this book. So, you can expect longer, full bodied, brand 
new articles, one of which is over 11 000 words and, if like me, you have a 
passion for deserts and hunting in them, then this story is for you! And this is 
not to mention the 18 stories by hunters of yesteryear.

In my previous six books I covered all the subspecies of each animal dealt with in 
the book but have departed slightly from this format. For starters, I am an African 
and only interested in animals that can still be hunted in Africa today on a free range 
basis in their natural habitat and so, for example, have not included members of the 
Hippotragini Tribe such as the blue buck, which has been extinct for centuries, nor 

of SAGHCA could be over turned in this manner without any of them objecting, 
let alone resigning, due to the evident lack of confidence in their leadership. The 
calculated rudeness and brutal manner in which this putsch had taken place was also 
upsetting to say the least.

I could not understand how this had been allowed to happen and, in fact, still 
cannot given that the formation of the Guild had been driven by the President of 
SAHGCA with the support of all the senior executives and a number of its directors. 
To say I was disillusioned by these events would be an understatement, especially 
when I learnt what the real reason behind the termination of the Fair Chase Guild 
membership had been and everything combined to persuade me to take a long break 
from all things hunting.

A handful of powerful members of SAHGCA were concerned that, if they joined 
the Guild, certain of their past “hunting” tactics would come to light and they would 
be expelled from the Guild. On the other hand, if they failed to join the Guild, the 
inference behind their failure to do so would also reflect badly on them. So, it was a 
lose/lose situation for them which they could not allow to continue.

I hope these unconscionable men are happy with what they have done as there is 
still no discernible, consistent, proactive, professional response in Africa to animal 
extremist propaganda, which the Fair Chase Guild was specifically designed to 
create. To me, it seemed as if the Guild was sacrificed on the altar of the basest 
personal expediency.

But, once a hunter, always a hunter and, eventually, I gained a sense of perspective 
and accepted that all things happen for a reason. It’s just that, at times, it can be very 
difficult to fathom what those reasons might be.

At the same time, I was in the process of emigrating from South Africa – where my 
family has resided for the last 243 years - to the United Kingdom and my life, as 
a whole, was in the process of some upheaval. A year passed since my move, 
two years since the release of the Buffalo book and even more years since the 
abolition of the Guild. I felt refreshed and ready to take on another project – 

BELOW RIGHT  A mature 
common sable bull  

BELOW  A collection of seven 
of the nine species and 
subspecies of reedbuck in 
the editor’s trophy rooms. 
The two missing are the 
Western mountain reedbuck 
and Sudan bohor reedbuck, 
neither of which is currently 
available on licence 

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM  Hunters 
of yesteryear - Frederick 
Courtenay Selous, Major 
Hubert Conway Maydon and 
Roualeyn Gordon Cumming
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BELOW  Scimitar horned oryx 
being released into the 
Ouadi Rimé-Ouadi Achim 
Faunal Reserve in the centre 
of Chad

the Arabian oryx which, although it can be hunted on game ranches in South Africa, 
is neither indigenous to Africa (coming originally from Arabia), nor huntable on a 
free range basis in its natural environment. Then there are the addax and scimitar 
horned or white oryx as it was sometimes called, both of which were thought to be 
extinct in their Saharan home after the civil war in Chad in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, assisted by the temporary invasion of this country by Libya. While they also 
exist on a few game ranches in South Africa, neither animal is huntable on a free 
range basis in its original habitat. 

Since then, I have been advised by Mr. John Newby, former CEO and current Senior 
Adviser to the Sahara Conservation Fund, that it, in conjunction with its partners, the 
Environment Agency Abu Dhabi, the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute 
and the Zoological Society of London, have secured the introduction of both species - 
scimitar horned oryx in 2016 and addax in 2020 - to the massive, almost eight million 
hectare (roughly the size of Scotland), Ouadi Rimé-Ouadi Achim Faunal Reserve in 
the centre of Chad. Today, there are some 360 of the former and 45 of the latter, free 
roaming animals in the reserve, which gives some hope for the future provided the 
Arab inhabitants of Chad do not revert to their age old poaching habits and eat them 
all as they did in the past.

However, in this regard, I have included a hunting story for each of these two 
animals by past writers under Part Four – Miscellaneous, at the back of the book, to 
give the reader a sense of what it must have been like to hunt them all those years 
ago when there were still huntable numbers although, in the case of addax, even 
back then it appeared as if their days were numbered, given the persistent and 
uncontrolled poaching by bands of Arabs. 

As for roan, there is new research showing that there may be only two subspecies 
of roan – those from north western Africa and the rest, not the four subspecies 
recognised by the record books and which many hunters have debunked over the 
years because the colour variations, which were supposed to distinguish them, could 
all be found at times in the same herd.

In the October 2020 issue of Conservation Frontlines, Dr. Hamish Currie stated 
that: “the subspeciation of roan antelope is a genetic quagmire. Using mitochondrial 
DNA analysis of roan antelope, researchers split the roan species into six 
subspecies. Hippotragus equinus equinus in South Africa Botswana and Namibia;  
H.e. cottoni in Angola, Zambia and Malawi; H.e. langheldi from Tanzania and Kenya;  
H.e. bakeri from South Sudan and Central African Republic; H.e. charicus from Chad 
and Nigeria; and H.e. koba from Benin, Senegal and Ghana. There are morphological 
differences between these “subspecies,” but in many cases, it is impossible to tell  
the difference.

More recent genetic studies using nuclear DNA analysis would suggest that 
the Hippotragus equinus koba from Northwest Africa is a distinct and evolutionarily 
significant unit and all the rest should be lumped together. In other words, there are 
only two subspecies of roan antelopes.”*

Then there is the 2017 doctoral thesis of Pedro Vaz Pinto – Evolutionary development 
of the critically endangered giant sable (Hippotragus Niger Variani) – Insights into its 
phylogeography, population genetics, demography and conservation - who has for 
many years been involved in the uphill battle to conserve the critically endangered 
Royal or giant sable.

Instead of this sable and the other two subspecies with which most hunters  
are familiar – common and Roosevelt’s – based on 233 samples and 33 museum 
samples, his DNA analysis shows there is another subspecies, Kirkii and one which 
has as yet not been clearly identified from western Tanzania - apart from two that 
have become extinct and from one of which the Florence horn, that so intrigued 
Selous, may have come.

The problem is that this is his opinion, albeit based on his studies and research. 
But there have been other contradictory opinions expressed over the years by other 
scientists, including eminent ones such as Groves, Ansell, Dowsett, Swynnerton, 
Hayman, Grubb, Siege, Baldus, Robertson and Jansen van Vuuren to name but a few 
which, in fairness, Vaz Pinto mentions in his thesis. Each generation, particularly 
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ABOVE  A young  
West African roan

ABOVE  The Sahara 
Conservation Fund logo

ABOVE  Conservation 
Frontlines logo

*The editor’s underlining
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At any rate, for purposes of this book, I do not intend to become involved in the 
current debate of what constitutes which subspecies as regards any of the hippotrages 
in this book, but rely instead on the age old divisions which we hunters have become 
comfortable with over many years as a result of actual, feet-on-the-ground, field 
observation. And I do not think we shall offend any of the animals as no one has 
told them to which subspecies they belong and, even if they knew, it would make no 
discernible difference to any of them.

This is most definitely my ABF (Absolutely Bloody Final) hunting book. I was 72 
when I started it and 73 as it sees the light of day. A long way of saying I hope you 
enjoy this last effort of mine.

ABOVE  The editor and a 
good southern mountain 
reedbuck shot on 
Bankfontein game  
ranch in South Africa’s  
semi-arid Karoo 

BELOW  Jackal buzzard 

in this field, seems to throw up scientists who delight in being able to disprove or 
debunk the work of those who have preceded them and preferably those who are 
dead because they cannot argue back.

This book is not a scientific treatise and, in my humble opinion, for the most 
part, these scientific debates do little or nothing for the conservation of any of the 
hippotrages, although I have recently learned that the IUCN refused to help fund 
anti-poaching efforts to protect the few remaining Royal sable because they said it 
was ONLY a subspecies. Why this should prevent them from helping to conserve 
one of the most iconic mammals in Africa is beyond me. It is allowing sophistry to 
triumph over common sense and decency. And the fact that they have contributed to 
funding the conservation of other subspecies in the past seems to have escaped them. 

But then I have learned over the years that, seemingly, the more noble the end 
objective, the more vicious the politics. Just look at any university if you do not 
believe me.

But how does any of this help the sable or us hunters for that matter? Of course, 
we want to help conserve wildlife and wildlife habitat. All genuine hunters do. But it 

goes without saying that we do not have the ability to run DNA 
tests in the field while on safari. Yes, we can contribute 

to scientific knowledge by taking and submitting 
samples for analysis later but, even then, it can be 

months if not years, if my experience is anything to 
go by, before you learn the results of these tests and 

sometimes never, no matter how often you ask.

xxvi

BELOW An addax bull, from 
a hand tinted picture in 
The Book of Antelopes 
by Sclater and Oldfield, 
published between 1899 
and 1901
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C H A P T E R  O N E

Royal Sable
JEREMY ANDERSON IS THE KIND OF SCIENTIST I can relate to. He has the perfect 

combination of feet-on-the-ground, practical experience, combined with the requisite 
level of academic qualifications. He has been in wildlife conservation and ecotourism 
planning and development in southern Africa for more than 50 years.

After a degree majoring in Zoology, he worked as a game ranger in Zululand, followed 
by a post graduate diploma in Wildlife Management under Dr Archie Mossman, a pioneer 
of game ranching. He then worked as a biologist in the Rhodesian Department of National 
Parks & Wildlife Management. It was here he first met Richard and Runi Estes, who had 
come to study sable in Matetsi, before going on to study the Royal or giant sable in Angola. 

After a PhD on nyala in Zululand, he then worked on lion conflict problems around 
Umfolozi and Hluhluwe Game Reserves in South Africa, before becoming a member of 
the IUCN Antelope Specialist Group. 

He was the first head of the embryonic Pilanesberg National Reserve, where he 
introduced trophy hunting in a designated zone in the reserve. He then went on to serve 
as head of the KaNgwane Parks in what was then the Swazi “Homeland”, it was here 
that he introduced Nelson Mandela to hunting. 

After a three-year contract in the Zimbabwe private sector, he founded International 
Conservation Services, a company providing services to governments, NGOs and the 
private sector in Africa and the Middle East. It was in 2003, while attending the IUCN 
Parks Congress in Durban, that he first met Pedro vaz Pinto, the young Angolan ecologist. 
They discussed the then unknown status of the Royal sable and worked together on the 
2005 aerial survey. 

Since then, he has maintained regular contact with Vaz Pinto and Dick Estes and 
collaborated whenever possible with the Royal sable recovery program. This included 
developing the crisis recovery strategy in 2008 and participating in the 2009 capture 
and in situ translocation. He later also helped develop the Cangandala National Park 
Management Plan.

He currently consults with International Conservation Services-Africa, now a non-profit 
organization. Their focus is the identification, planning and rehabilitation of protected 
areas, including trans-frontier parks and wildlife ranches and in finding solutions to the 
management of human-wildlife conflict in under-developed areas, among other things. 
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OPPOSITE  A Royal or giant sable bull in Luando. Its horns are painted to prevent its recapture 
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where the big difference lies and it was concluded by several authors (Jansen van 
Vuuren et al. 2010), that the western Zambia sable was distinct from the giant 
sable.    

For a period, there was some debate as to how different the giant sable was 
from the common sable and there were several devious attempts to sell western 
Zambian sable as giant sable.

Following his field work to first find out whether there were still any giant 
sable left after the Angolan civil war, and then helping save the species, 
Pedro vaz Pinto then researched the arguments around the classification of 
the species. Using the latest DNA investigative techniques, he examined 
266 sable samples collected from wild animals, private collections in 
Europe and North America and museum specimens. These samples 
covered the entire range of the sable’s distribution. His samples also 
included the famous Florence horn examined by Selous (Walker 2008).  
His conclusions (vaz Pinto 2017) were that: 
• The giant sable is a definite subspecies and has been separated 

from other sable for at least 500,000 years. The fragmentation 
occurred due to climate change probably in the Pleistocene era - the 
geological epoch lasting from about 2 580 000 to 11 700 years ago, spanning the 
most recent period of repeated glaciations. The splitting and evolution of the 
sable subspecies is well described in the paper by Pitra et al 2006. The modern 
giant sable probably originated from the Congo basin and is most closely related 
to the sable subspecies in Malawi. 

• Contemporary sable populations display strong structuring patterns induced by 
physical barriers such as large rivers and demographic processes. 

• He was able to define five main and well-defined population clusters, largely 
concordant with results obtained with mitogenomes, except for the region of east 
Zambia and Malawi where recent mitochondrial introgression is suggested.

• His results point towards the separation of five taxa for an intraspecific taxonomy, 
strongly supporting the validity of H. n. niger, H. n. roosevelti, H. n. kirkii and H. 
n. variani, and he has suggested that the west Tanzanian sable may in the future 
warrant subspecific status.

• He determined that the Florence horn is from another giant sable lineage that 
also occurred in Angola but is now extinct. Or we can hope that it is still waiting to 
be rediscovered (the Author’s italics).

MORPHOLOGY
In terms of body size, the giant sable is similar to other sable, bulls are about 140 

centimetres at the shoulder and weigh about 250 kilograms, adult cows are slightly 
smaller up to 130 centimetres at the shoulder and weigh up to 230 kilograms. Coat 
colour progresses from a sandy colour in calves of both sexes to a dark chestnut in 
juvenile males and adult females. When the young males are about three years old, 
they start to darken and it is then that they are driven from the breeding herd by 
dominant bulls. They are black by the time they are four years of age. Giant sable, like 
the western Zambia sable, lack the clearly defined white cheek stripe and just have a 
small white patch below the eye.  

It is the horns of the adult bulls that set this subspecies apart from other sable.  
A bull’s horns can grow to 65 inches (165cm) in length with bases in proportion at 
11 inches in diameter. The horns of most adult bulls reach 50 inches in length and  
60 inch bulls are still present in the population today.  

©  J E R E M Y  A N D E R SO N

ABOVE  Jeremy Anderson in 
an Angolan Airforce Mil 
8 helicopter en route to 
Cangandala with Mercury, 
the first Royal sable bull 
captured in Luando, 
for introduction to the 
previously captured small 
herd of Royal sable cows. 
From left to right: General 
Traguedo and a village 
headman from Cangandala. 

BELOW  Mural of Royal or 
giant sable at a restaurant in 
Malanje, Angola 

The Biology and Conservation  
of The Royal or Giant Sable

By JEREMY ANDERSON

INTRODUCTION
The Royal or giant sable, possibly the most charismatic of Africa’s antelope, has only 
recently come back onto the conservation stage. This is because the areas it occupies 
are relatively remote and, for nearly 20 years, were too dangerous to visit because of 
Angola’s civil war. In addition, until 2006, it was uncertain whether the species was 
extinct or not. 

In Angola it enjoys a place of high national regard. It is the emblem of the national 
airline, the national football team are called the Pacassas, it features on the currency 
and images of the sable are seen in many public places.

WHAT IS THE GIANT SABLE?
What makes the giant sable so different from other sable subspecies is not its body 
size but that the bulls have such massive horns – up to 66 inches (165cm) in length, 
more than 10 inches longer than the biggest common sable.  The facial markings are 
similar to those of the western Zambian sable (Hippotragus niger kirkii), in that it lacks 
the long, white cheek stripes of the common sable.  However, it is in the nuclear DNA 
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DISTRIBUTION 
The giant sable has never been recorded beyond its current range in Angola. 
This is in the high miombo country of Malanje Province, in and around 
Luando Strict Nature Reserve and Cangandala National Park. The Luando 
reserve falls in the area between the Luando and Cuanza Rivers and 
Cangadala.   

With an average annual rainfall in the order of 1 000 millimetres, this 
tall miombo is lush and green during the rains. Its largely sandy, low 
nutrient coils dry out once the rains are over. The trees then drop their 
leaves and, for part of the year, the late dry season in particular, the 
giant sable occupy probably the harshest habitat of all the sable races. 

The isolation of the giant sable is because of the topography and 
soils. As described by Vaz Pinto (2017), “Most of the Angolan miombo 
are on extremely leached and aeolian, wind-blown Kalahari sands at 
relatively high altitude and are not suitable for sable. The giant sable 

are confined to a relatively narrow strip of depressed plains, with 
relatively richer soils of different origin, in habitats characterized by a 

mosaic of woodlands with more open anharas. This varied habitat and 
the good nutrient availability in the late dry season is the most likely 

explanation for the isolation of the giant sable”. 

BEHAVIOUR
Social organization: The giant sable are social antelope with the females 

and calves living in breeding herds. These herds averaged 22 animals (Estes 
and Estes 1974), while the common sable breeding herds can be bigger 
– up to 125 (Estes 2013). Bulls are found either as lone, territorial bulls, 
within a breeding herd or in bachelor herds of less than ten animals. Any 
lone females encountered usually have hidden, new born young. 

Within the breeding herds there is a dominance hierarchy amongst 
the cows that is achieved by threat displays. Breeding herds have a 
home range and, in Luando, Estes found that six known herds were 
spaced an average of about 7.5 kilometres apart. The breeding herds 
may move over a number of bulls’ territories and a territorial bull 
will try to keep them in his territory so as to increase his chances of 

mating. He also found that one herd occupied the same range all year round 
while another moved 15 kilometres to a wet season range from where it had spent 
the dry season. 

Young bulls are driven from the breeding herds by territorial bulls at about three 
years of age and either join with other non-territorial bulls or live alone. As they become 
territorial, they mark their area by scraping the ground with their hooves, urinating 
and thrashing bushes. Territory size is related to habitat, the better the habitat, the 
smaller the size of the territory. Not all territorial bulls are equal, some may dominate 
others and these Estes refers to as “Master bulls”. A territorial bull can be displaced 
by a more dominant bull even for only a few days. This dominance is achieved 
mainly by threat displays and only rarely does this progress to an all out fight.  

Fighting itself is practiced from a very young age and bulls become very skilful 
at parrying horn strokes from an opponent. When uneven size bulls compete, the 
larger one generally takes the role of defendant and Estes likens it to a fencing master 
toying with a pupil by parrying his attacks. Several forms of fighting are identified 
by Estes, clash fighting, thrust fighting and parallel fighting.   

LEFT  Map of Angola 
showing the whereabouts 
of Luando Strict Nature 
Reserve and Cangandala 
National Park, the only two 
areas where Royal sable 
have been found

BELOW  Royal or giant 
sable bulls sparring using 
clash fighting to establish 
dominance but where horn 
points are not used 

ABOVE  When the rank grass in 
the drainage lines is burnt, new 
growth is very rapid

MIDDLE  Typical miombo 
woodland showing an unburnt 
anhara extending into the 
woodland 

TOP  The veterinarian, Dr Piet 
Morkel, on an anhara shortly 
after it has flushed 
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BOTTOM  A bachelor herd of 
young western Zambian 
sable bulls, once thought to 
be the same as Royal sable

BELOW  Burning is essential 
to generate a high quality, 
green flush in the dry 
season 

8

CALVING 
Parent offspring behaviour: When they give birth, females leave the herd, the calf is 
hidden for up to two to three weeks and is only visited by the female to nurse. 

Activity: Feeding peaks are usually in the cooler, early morning and evening with 
the heat of the day spent resting in shade. They will feed in the open on moonlit nights. 

Communication: Females and calves have a high pitched, bird like call with which 
they communicate. Bulls emit a braying roar when chasing another adult bull. 

REPRODUCTION 
Though bulls are sexually mature at about two years, they are socially immature and 
normally are able to breed only when they hold a territory at about five years of age. 
A single calf is born after a gestation of 240 to 248 days. There is a wide calving season 
with calves being dropped over several weeks between May and July. This means 
that calves are born after the rains but when the lactating cows can take advantage of 
the green flush that follows the burns. When the calves start to wean, the rains have 
started and nutrient rich grass is available. 

HABITAT AND FEEDING 
The giant sable occupies a habitat of tall miombo woodland with more open 
grasslands or anharas, the shallow drainage lines of which are dominated by tall, 
rank grasses – very different to the vleis and dambos frequented by H. n. niger.  These 
anharas are typical of Angola’s miombo, strewn with numerous termitaria formed 
by the Macrotermes termites. The woody plants on these anharas are primarily 
“geoxyles” plants, where only the terminal twigs and leaves are exposed and most 
of the plant – roots, trunk and branches - are below the surface. These geoxyles or 
underground forests evolved on seasonally inundated, nutrient poor soils and in 
response to frequent burning (Huntley 2017). 

While the region receives over 1 000 millimetres of rain a year, the soils are 
leached, nutrient poor and the nutritional conditions in the woodlands during 
the dry season are very harsh. The trees are deciduous and much of the area 
is subject to annual burning. These burns are followed by an immediate 
flush of forbs and other woody plants, particularly around the base of the 
termitaria. Sendi Baptista (Baptista et al 2013), found that in Cangandala, as 
a result of termite activity, the soils around the termitaria are 50 times more 

mineralized than the surrounding soils and this suggests why these are also used by 
sable and other antelope as licks or salinas.  It was at these salinas that Vaz Pinto set 
his camera traps. 

The sable rely on this browse until the grass shoots have grown sufficiently 
and this adaptation to browsing enables the sable to get through this annual, 
nutritional bottle-neck. This adaptability allows the animals to maintain a healthy 
condition throughout the year as the grasses in the draining lines begin to flush 
shortly thereafter. 

Sable subspecies elsewhere are largely selective grazers and, as Parrini & Owen-
Smith (2010) confirmed in the common sable, the annual burns of the dambos  
or vleis are important to their maintaining condition and survival. So too in Angola, 
the burning of the anharas is vital for the giant sable.

PAST AND PRESENT STATUS 
In the late 1960s, the estimated population was between 2 000 and 3 000 animals 
(Estes and Estes 1974) but, 40 years later, at the end of the civil war, given the lack 
of protection, it was doubtful whether there were any left. Once peace was restored, 
there was a flurry of activity to determine whether any giant sable had survived the 
war. One overflight of Cangandala was made in a military helicopter in 2003 and a 
claim was made that one of the ground party had seen a red antelope that must have 
been a giant sable (Walker 2002). I later spoke to three members of this expedition 
who all stated that no sable were seen and that the claim was without foundation.

In 2005, a survey of Luando was made with the help of the South African NGO 
“The Bateleurs” and organized by Pedro vaz Pinto who was working for the 
Kissama Foundation. Again, no giant sable were seen by them but locals confirmed 
that animals had recently been seen and an impression of spoor and a dung sample 
was collected. The dung sample was analysed for DNA and one was found to be 
sable (Pitra et al. 2006) – this was the first hopeful sign that sable may have survived  
in Luando.  

©  J E R E M Y  A N D E R SO N
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ABOVE  The first camera trap 
photo of a hybrid roan  
x sable in Cangandala 

ABOVE LEFT  Dr. Pedro vaz 
Pinto setting up a camera 
trap over a salina in 
Cangandala
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Both choppers flew down to Luando and the first male was captured, flown back to 
Cangandala and united with the females. They were all released together.  

During the course of the capture operations, two bulls with better than 60 inch horns 
were seen. The opportunity to catch one of these was rejected as he was obviously 
in a poorer condition than the younger bulls and only prime condition, adult bulls 
were selected. 

In 2010, the first pure bred sable calves were born, sired by the new bull, “Mercury”.  
It was soon realised that only two of the sable cows were producing calves and that 
younger animals had to be brought in: “Breeding performance was initially very 
poor as only two of the original, pure females seemed to have retained good fertility 
potential and remained the only ones to produce calves since the re-introduction of 
sable bulls. Breeding only increased after the introduction of six, new females in 2011, 
and has gained momentum ever since.”

Before the breeding season of 2017, the population was estimated at around  
50 giant sable inside the sanctuary in Cangandala National Park (Vaz Pinto 2017). 
The total population is still low and, in 2020, is probably still below 250. There are 
about 70 to 80 in Cangandala National Park, where there is a degree of protection as 
the animals are in the 2 000 hectare, fenced sanctuary and a team of armed rangers 
are based nearby. This population is steadily increasing but, to continue doing so, 
more space will soon be needed and, ideally, Cangandala needs a perimeter fence.

The population in Luando is larger but less secure than those in Cangandala and, 
although there are a few rangers based there, they are too few for the size of the area 
and poaching still takes place. 

In 2006, Pedro vaz Pinto then made an extensive foot survey of Cangandala but saw 
only roan, bushbuck and waterbuck – no giant sable. He then resorted to installing 
camera traps at salt licks or salinas and finally obtained his first photographs of female 
sable and calves. 

After the initial euphoria of finding the sable, Vaz Pinto in 2007 then sent some of 
the pictures to colleagues for their comment and the response was that some animals 
looked like roan x sable hybrids. No sable bull was recorded over this period.  
A careful review of all the camera trap photos showed that there were several hybrids 
(Table 1) and a roan bull was photographed several times. 

TABLE 1:  The composition in 2008 of the last giant sable herd in Cangandala:

Age of 
animals

Sable  
fem.

Sable  
male

Roan  
fem.

Roan  
male

Hybrid 
fem.

Hybrid 
male

Adult 7 0 0 1 0 0

Subadult 2 0 0 0 3 1

Yearlings 1 3 0 0 0

Calves 1 0 0

A Crisis Management plan was developed in 2008 - Anderson & Morkel (2008) - to 
address the situation. The concept of the plan was to establish an in situ fenced 
sanctuary in Cangandala, then catch the surviving cows and bring in a pure giant 
sable bull from Luando. This was a tough call bearing in mind that no sable 
had yet been confirmed in Luando. Pedro vaz Pinto raised the money for the 
enclosure and the capture operation. The operation was planned for late 2008. 
The first capture team was to come in from Namibia but, after crossing the 
border into Angola, they developed cold feet and scuttled back home – thus 
wasting a precious year. It was a big setback as participants from the USA 
and South Africa had to cancel their journeys to Angola as they were literally 
boarding their aircraft to fly out. In 2009, the operation took place under the 
guidance of a most capable, wildlife veterinarian, Dr Pete Morkel, and with 
Barney O’Hara bringing in his helicopter from Botswana. 

The large breeding enclosure was built and a temporary holding  
boma erected using game capture plastic, so the animals could be released 
as a single herd. Initially, one of the hybrid females was captured and 
fitted with a radio collar, then released to rejoin the herd. By leaving  
this animal’s capture until last, it was possible to quickly relocate 
the herd and catch all the animals one at a time. They were darted 
individually by Pete Morkel and then slung by their legs underneath 
the chopper in a technique that he had previously developed. They 
were then flown up to seven kilometres from the capture site to the 
holding boma.

Once the females were all in the boma, the time came to find a 
suitable male. The capture team flew down to Luando and were able 

to locate a bull and fit it with a radio collar. Then the Angolan Airforce arrived 
with a Mil 8 helicopter capable of loading the male and half a dozen passengers. 

ABOVE  Large edible 
mushrooms in November 
from Cangandala, at first 
rather tasty but very soon 
rather boring 

ABOVE LEFT  Dr. Pedro vaz 
Pinto attentively holding 
up the horns of Mercury, 
the first Royal sable bull 
captured in Luando Strict 
Nature Reserve

BELOW  A female Royal sable 
hanging from a helicopter. 
Like this, sable can be  
safely moved for up to  
10 kilometres 
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BOTTOM  Ms. Sendi Baptista 
holding a roan x sable 
hybrid cow’s head while 
being radio collared and 
subsequently released 
to lead the capture team 
back to the herd so they 
could easily be found, 
captured and transferred 
to the breeding enclosure. 
The roan x sable cross was 
captured last. Ms. Baptista 
studied the termitaria in 
Cangandala for her M.Sc. 
and found that they were 
much more fertile than  
the surrounding areas  
and therefore important  
for wildlife 

EPILOGUE
No account of the current status of the giant sable today is complete without 
acknowledging those who have been involved in the recovery of the species. Foremost 
of these is Dr Pedro vaz Pinto who, through his perseverance, in 2006 obtained the 
real first proof that some sable had survived the civil war. He then championed the 
efforts to protect those animals that were left and to ensure that the population in 
Cangandala was again a viable, pure giant sable herd. In Angola he was helped by 
a number of volunteers and some are Henriette Koning, Werner Brock and Vlady 
Russo. He also had unstinting assistance from the military, notably General J. Traguedo 
and General A. Hanga. Dr Pete Morkel, that most able of wildlife vets and Barney 
O’Hara, undertook all the early capture and translocation operations.  Early donors 
to finding the sable were the Dallas Safari Club and the Shikar Safari Club with help 
from Brendan O’Keeffe. Significant donations towards the project in Cangandala were 
made by BP (Angola) and Shell.  I was privileged to experience some of it.  

Those who would like to know more about the discovery of the giant sable should 
read John Frederick Walker’s book “A Certain Curve of Horn: The Hundred Year Quest 
for the Giant Sable of Angola”. It is a tale extremely well told and makes history read 
like an absorbing novel. For those who want to learn more about Angola, its ecology 
and wildlife, in particular the habitats of the giant sable, they should read Brian 
Huntley’s superb “Wildlife at War in Angola: The Rise and Fall of an African Eden”.  Or 
you can follow the link - https://angolafieldgroup.com/palanca-negra/ - and read 
a detailed chronology online. 

Lastly, the capture operation in 2009 was filmed by Kalunga Lima, who died 
tragically before his film could be shown. On camera he asked Dick Estes how 
important a role Pedro vaz Pinto had played in the recovery of the sable. Dick replied: 
“Without Pedro vaz Pinto there would be no giant sable today”. I agree with that.

BELOW  Red throated  
bee-eaters
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THE FUTURE
The strengths: There are enough surviving giant sable and enough suitable habitat 
that, with dedicated protection and management, the population can be rebuilt to the 
level that existed before the civil war – when there were about 2,500 in Luando and 
200 in Cangandala.  There is already a realistic management plan for Cangandala, 
prepared by Angolan and South African consulting companies, Holisticos and 
International Conservation Services, respectively. If Cangandala is managed 
according to this plan, the giant sable population will increase very rapidly and that 
park could hold as many as 400 sable.  Not only is protection important but ensuring 
the prevention of further cultivation in the park, and the continued patch burning of 
the miombo and anhara, is vital.

The weaknesses: There is still no management plan for Luando Strict Nature 
Reserve and this is imperative as there has been a recent influx of artisanal diamond 
miners who are all willing to buy “Bushmeat”. The numbers of trained and equipped 
protection staff need to be greatly increased in both areas. 

The opportunities: A recommendation in the Cangandala Management Plan is 
that the Angolan government forms an alliance with a proven NGO to develop 
and manage Cangandala. This makes sense as it would enable Angola to fast-track 
increasing the sable population and the park to open to the public. Cangandala needs 
to be fenced so that the sable population can expand over the entire park and other 
native species, such as eland, roan and forest buffalo, can be introduced.   

A question for the future is - what to do with the sable when the numbers 
have recovered? In my view, as long as it is able to look after the animals and 
their habitats, Angola should retain the species within Angola – and Cangandala 
can become the catalyst for the recovery of Angola’s parks and an ecotourism 
industry. It is still possible to create buffer zones around Cangandala and Luando 
into which sable could be introduced and managed for sustainable, high value 
trophy hunting – with some of the revenue going to uplift the local communities 
and conserve the sable.  

The threats: In Angola, the greatest present threat is poaching - which has to be 
controlled at all times - then followed by lion predation. The deployment of the 

present ranger force was initiated by Pedro vaz Pinto – who has been the unofficial 
champion of the sable for more than 15 years. If the Angolan government does 
not have the capacity resources to increase the protection of the sable, then this 
is where conservation NGOs should step up and become involved. 

The next threat is predation by large mammalian predators – especially 
lion. No predators were previously present in significant numbers and, 

until 2018, the only lion to appear were the occasional male nomad that 
arrived in Luando and stayed until it began to conflict with people and 
then probably met a sticky end. In 2019, a male, two females and cubs 
were recorded in Luando for the first time in decades. These are a 
direct threat to the recovery of the sable and, in my view, should be 
removed. Probably the most acceptable solution would be to take 
them to Quicama National Park where they can perhaps reduce the 
numbers of alien species that were introduced there.

Regionally, there is a huge demand from South African game 
breeders to obtain giant sable genetics. With the transborder 
smuggling of live sable from Zambia having been a recent 
reality, the high financial lure may prove too much for someone 
in authority in Angola and this is also a very real threat. 
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